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| TITLE               | Enactment of Executive Cabinet Secretary |

BACKGROUND

The new enactment to create Executive Cabinet Secretary to continue further the separation between the Executive Branch and the Legislative Branch. The brand new positions will undergo a piloting phase to determine and evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness prior to receiving any compensation. If the new positions are efficient to the Executive Cabinet Meeting, then the positions will be compensated in the future sessions.

THE ASUCR SENATE HEREBY AMENDS CHAPTER III, IX, X OF THE ASUCR BYLAWS AS FOLLOWS,

1. **Chapter III, Section C.** The Executive Cabinet Meeting requires Executive Branch representatives, Parliamentarian, and Senator Executive Cabinet Secretary to be present throughout the entirety of the meeting.

2. **Chapter XI, Section 8.** The duties of the Executive Cabinet Secretary shall be to -
   a. Take minutes at all Executive Cabinet Meetings.
   b. Perform any other assistant duties requested by the President or members of the Executive Cabinet.

3. **Chapter X, Section 7, Subsection E.** Take minutes at all ECAB Meetings.
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